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Hello, hello luminaries. Well, are you ready to take action on your new moon intentions?
Because last week we had a little bit of integration time, things started to simmer down a
little bit not so many cosmic shakeups. But now the stars are asking you to take action
with our second quarter moon and Venus entering her home sign of Libra this week.
Welcome to the savvy luminary podcast astrology for entrepreneurs. I'm your host, Leslie
Tagorda, creator of the Astro rad method, business astrologer, brand designer, author and
Aquarius boss woman, I help visionaries, spiritual entrepreneurs and impact makers like
you illuminate and amplify your unique star powers so you can be the luminary you were
born to be. So named moon in Leo. I know that was super powerful. I've heard all of the
brilliance that you want to manifest and create in your lives and your businesses. So this
week, being prepared attract luck. Again, another quote from the amazing Oprah
Winfrey, luck is a matter of preparation, meeting opportunity. That's right, you need to do
your part. We can't just wish for things you just can't attend things you actually have to
take action and prepare. You know, Mercury went into Virgo last week, so preparation and
details are on your mind. So this is the most fortunate week of the month with the last
Venus entering her home sign of Libra this week. And the maverick disrupter Uranus
stopping to go retrograde, all the while calling in some lucky breaks. While the creative
sun illuminates expansive Jupiter this week could shower you with luck and blessings. If
you've been doing your preparation work. In fact, you're probably already feeling some of
this Viz, Lux and serendipity and Kismet opportunities happening because you've been
doing your work. So if you haven't been doing your work, make sure you're doing your part
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to attract all your lucky breaks and opportunities. So make sure you're doing your part to
bring in and attract all of your lucky breaks and opportunities. Before we dive into the
astrology for the week, this is your final reminder. Tomorrow on Monday, August 16. I kick
off Written in the Stars. I'm so delighted to tell you and I am really just still in I become a
little bit in shock, because I set a goal to call in 50 visionary entrepreneurs that wanted to
tap into their star powers first by learning how to read their chart. Well as I'm recording It's
Friday afternoon at 220 my time in San Francisco. And we have 49 people signed up 49
visionaries are ready to start their success and learn to decipher and read their own charts
for their business. Oh my goodness. So thank you to all of you wonderful luminaries that
have already taken action and heard the call and have already signed up. And thank you
to Asher frost and Natalie Miller for sharing with your communities and sharing your
platform so I could talk about Written in the Stars. So if you are interested in learning how
to read your natal chart in a 360, holistic, empowering way, forget about fear mongering
forget about judging bad aspects or detriments or falls. I'm going to teach you how to tap
into the highest potentials of your chart by first being able to read each of these symbols
in their highest potentials. I want you to be able to get curious with what the stars are
asking you to reach for. I want you to accept and validate and feel into your star powers.
And I want you then to radiate and express confidently and clearly exactly what you do.
And Written in the Stars is your first step starting on August 16. When you sign up each
morning, you will be delivered a short yet mighty and potent training where I will teach
one concept to you. You'll have a pop up Facebook group where you can go to get
support, ask your questions, and I'll be coming on live daily via zoom To answer each and
every one of your questions, my goal is to show you how to read your chart in a truly a
validating and intentional way. If you're interested, head on over to the savvy
luminary.com forward slash written in the stars. I promise I won't bug you after this with
announcing the mini training so if you're interested again, head over to the savvy
luminary.com forward slash vitsin in the stars. This will be my one time this year that I'm
offering this mini training live. Okay, let's dive into the astrology of the week of august 15
through the 21st so August 15. On Sunday, it is a big day to start taking action with the
second quarter moon and Venus entering her home sign of Libra second quarter moon
happens at Scorpio of 23 degrees on Sunday at exactly 8:20am Pacific 11:20am Eastern
where the theme is act and investigate. The second quarter moon is asking you what will
you Intuit and deepen your research to activate your intention. With the moon at the
second quarter phase for the next few days and gaining light. It is time to initiate and take
action on your goals and your new moon intentions. No more planning no more thinking
time to act. in Scorpio action is through deepening your understanding through research
and your own inner intuition. It's about trusting and moving forward. Part of this
deepening is finding the sometimes uncomfortable truth that prevents you from achieving
your highest potential. Scorpio allows you to become friends with your shadows to bring
them to the light so you can work through them. Instead of sweeping things under the rug
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where they collect and hold you back. do your due diligence with this Scorpio second
quarter moon there is no hiding. Now you're going to feel especially activated if you have
fixed signs Taurus, Leo Scorpio and Aquarius and you'll feel especially supportive if you
have a water if you're heavy on the water signs, Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces. Later on in
that evening, Venus enters her home sign of Libra this happens at exactly 9:27pm Pacific
the very next morning 12:27am Eastern and the theme with Venus in her home sign of
Libra connect to your people. What meaningful and committed relationships will you
create because this is a great season a few weeks to foster your business relationships.
Now through September 10 Venus Grace's her beautiful home sign of Libra. Venus is our
energy to connect to the people and resources we need in our lives in our businesses. The
sign your natal Venus is shows you what you appreciate and others then Torres. Venus is
all about the physical things we need. And then Libra she's all about the valuable people
we need that allow us to thrive. In our business. Our people are our ideal customers and
business partners that create our closest committed relationships that help our businesses
grow, relationships matter and your successful business. During this season focus on
creating Win Win relationships for you, your ideal customers and business partners.
relationships matter. If you have your natal Venus and Libra you value and connect with
others over beauty, friendships and relationships. If you have planets or angles in Libra as
Venus Grace's through, she's she will share her blessings with your natal energies. On
August 18. We have mercury joining Mars in the sky at exactly 8:28pm Pacific 11:28pm.
Eastern, where the theme is express your priorities. What needs Zayn to galvanize your
boundaries? Are you stating your needs? Are they getting met, you may get frustrated or
angry when your priorities are not at the top. But ultimately, it's your responsibility to
share your expectations, policies and responsibilities. Having expectations clear and at
the center isn't mean. It's constructive to projects and relationships going smoothly. And
you can still be assertive as well as kind. Your customers will appreciate your clarity. Be
clear with your boundaries. Look at your chart and discover which house contains Virgo 12
degrees this meeting point. This is the area in your business where you need to be clear,
clarify and express your priorities. Mercury and Mars meeting at Virgo have 12 degrees.
The next day on August 19. Thursday we have sun The opposite Jupiter on Jupiter's day.
This happens at exactly 5:29pm Pacific 8:29pm. Eastern, you'll probably be feeling this
opposition for a couple of days leading up to it a day after where the theme is
illuminating expansive creativity. What can you brilliantly share today because you know
what, today is a lucky ungenerous day feel into it. Take advantage of this utilize this
energy because it is going to feel like a lovely and expansive day. Go forth share your
brilliance. You're feeling so generous with Jupiter though be aware to not go overboard.
You could work on a creative project, share what you do so well or even just revel in the
brightness of the day. If your emotions are feeling intense. Today, it's best to channel this
energy into your focused creative work versus sharing it out with the world. Enjoy your
brilliance. The sun will be at Lille of 27 degrees opposite of Jupiter retrograde at Aquarius
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of 27 degrees. Later on that day, we have Uranus shifting gears to go retrograde. This
happens at exactly 6:40pm Pacific 9:40pm Eastern, where the theme of Iran is going
retrograde is to reform sustainable progress. Now this is a subtle energy so pay attention
and this is a long term energy. So what Uranus retrograde is asking you is what physical
resources in your life and business need up leveling or redoing to be sustainable? Uranus
and Taurus steps on the brakes today at 14 degrees and 49 minutes. Well really your
honest has been kind of at least slowing down on and drilling down into that area of your
chart to head in reverse now through January 17 2020. To your Ron is is the last outer
planet to join the annual retrograde chain of the outer planets. Mostly a subtle transit.
You'll mostly notice this during this change in directions. Uranus is going oh so slowly right
now and for the next six months we'll crawl back only four degrees. Really drilling into this
middle area of Taurus. If you happen to be someone with planets or angles between
Taurus of 10 degrees and 14 degrees, Uranus will be revolutionising your natal energies
and asking them to innovate for a brighter future. In Taurus this innovation likely will occur
with your physical resources, also known as your money, food, shelter, and environment.
Oh my gosh. Globally, we all need this more than ever as we are at a critical
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with climate and environmental issues. I won't even go there just can't even read the news
anymore. It's so devastating. So Uranus retrograde we need to do our part because
revolution is rising. If you have fixed energies, Taurus, Leo Scorpio and Aquarius between
10 degrees and 14 degrees, you will feel this revolutionary energy and urge so much more
intensely. Now if you have a lot of Earth energies, Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn between 10
degrees and 14 degrees, you will be in flow and wanting to move with this innovative
change on the 20th we have mercury training that you're on is now retrograde. This
happens in the wee morning hours at 1:06am Pacific 4:06am. Eastern 4:06am. Eastern,
where the theme with this flighty transit is communications breakthroughs will be having
a few of these regular year honest interactions over the next few months. And the theme
for this interaction is what opportunities can you be open to by talking it through. It's a
day like today that you may want to talk through some of your ideas with your trusted
business besties. The gold is in the process through your mercurian action. So talking
writing, organizing, speaking, opportunities could come through that revolutionize old
ways of doing things. This is a short and quick transit. So make use of this energy as you
have it. If you wait, it will be gone. Don't wait. If you have Earth energies Taurus, Virgo and
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Capricorn you will likely feel the need to process even more talk things through mercury at
Virgo 14 degrees harmoniously training with Uranus retrograde at Taurus 14 degrees on
the 21st our last big aspect for the week. Mars now trines Uranus retrograde this half bins
at 11:38pm Pacific to 38. The next morning am Eastern, where the theme with Mars in
harmonious Trine with Uranus confident risk taking. What opportunities can you be open
to by moving it through your body? Yes, it's time for some body integration. Only
yesterday mercury was in flow if you're honest and now Mars is about to join the party.
Mars is your willpower and Mercury is your communication power. They have essentially
been working together this entire week helping you express what needs boundaries and
prioritization. And now these energies are flowing with your rawness, your innovation
power. There are opportunities for change me feel this extra energy and drive in your body
or your nervous systems channel this physical energy so what flows listen to your body
and your nervous system as to what opportunities have changed or not open, similar to
yesterday with talking things through the process. Today, you may need to move your
body to process sweat it out. If you have Earth energies, Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn, you
are going to feel the need to move it out even more. So put on your supportive shoes and
sneakers and go move your body. Mara is at Virgo 14 degrees training with Uranus
retrograde at Taurus of 14 degrees. All right, everybody. So if you had questions about
degrees and wondering, do I have a lot of Earth energies? Or what does an angle mean?
or How can I find Virgo 14 degrees in my chart well written in the stars is for you. my very
last reminder to your last chance to sign up, head over to the savvy luminary.com forward
slash written in the stars and join us for how to read your natal chart for business. It is your
first step right luminaries until next time, talk to you soon. The greatest thing that you
could do to me to pass things forward is to head over to Apple iTunes and leave a rating
and review for this podcast. let others know what you think. And each rating and review
helps this podcast be more visible to listeners. Like you
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